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I N  TO DAY ’S  WO R K PL ACE,  T H E  B E S T 

EXPERIENCES ARE BUILT UPON VARIE T Y, 

CH O I CE,  A N D  AU TO N O MY.  PEO PL E 

NEED BOT H “ME” AND “ WE” SPACE—

DES T INAT I O NS FO R FO CUS WO R K AND 

INTERAC TION. WHEN EMPLOYEE COMFORT 

A N D  W EL L- B EI N G  A R E  TO P  WO R K PL ACE 

ISSUES CHALLENG ING O RGANIZ AT I O NS, 

AC TIVIT Y-BASED, FLEXIBLE FLOORPL ANS 

O FFER T HE BAL ANCE R EQUIR ED TO 

INSPIR E CR E AT IV I T Y AND SUPPO R T 

S O CIA L  CO N N EC T I O N S.

Cabana Lounge

Cabana Lounge is the first sofa system designed to deliver optimal 

user performance, comfort, and design for unique destination spaces 

in the office environment. Its flexible space design enables effective 

individual and collaborative work. Cabana Lounge is thoughtfully 

designed with a light-scale aesthetic and attention to detail—just 

what you’d expect from our collaboration with Patricia Urquiola.





The Center of Work is Wherever You Sit

Born from observing people at work, Cabana Lounge provides 

enhanced user performance and comfort through more personal 

space and a smaller footprint. Its upright back feature and shorter 

seat depths were designed specifically to promote upright, engaged 

postures for working. Sofas are appropriately sized for two people to 

collaborate in comfort while taking up less floor space.

Get Away without  
Going Away

Cabana Lounge lets designers create 

levels within a space for a varied, dynamic 

landscape without blocking the view for 

people nearby. Unique configurations offer 

different points of focus, complemented 

by various elements—seats, backs, arms, 

and screens—that create space division 

and the destination variety people need 

to perform.



We Work in the Moment

Cabana Lounge responds to the ever-evolving nature of work and 

the landscape of today’s work environments as a sofa system for 

the temporary moments of work. Its simple, modular statement 

of line includes thoughtfully integrated worksurfaces, embedded 

power options, visual privacy, and application flexibility. Ganged and 

freestanding tables and accessories provide tools to accommodate 

both focused and collaborative work.

Design Choices

Cabana Lounge offers a light-scale 

aesthetic and visual comfort through 

elegant organic shapes, a mix of materials, 

and attention to detail to create warm, 

inviting environments. Choose from 

our carefully selected palette of textiles 

with a focus on craftsmanship, which 

complement wood surface and cast 

aluminum leg color options.



Invest in Business Success 
As organizations grow and evolve, changing business 
strategies and employee needs impact space design. 
Haworth is your trusted partner to help fulfill your client’s 
workplace vision while maximizing their investment. 

To learn more, visit haworth.com/cabanalounge.
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